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The ideas of a base factorization and a resolvable grid system are introduced, and a 
construction of a resolvable balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) from these structures i
given. Resolvable grid systems can be constructed from mutually orthogonal self-orthogonal 
latin squares (SOLS) with symmetric mate. Together these results prove, as a special case, that: 
if k - 1 is an odd prime power and there exist J(k - 2) mutually orthogonal SOLS of order n, 
with symmetric mate, then there exists a resolvable BIBD with block size k on u = kn points of 
index A, where A = k - 1 if k = 0 (mod 4) and A = 2(k - 1) if k = 2 (mod 41. The technique is 
illustrated for k =4, A = 3 and k =6, A = 10, in which cases u = 0 (mod k) is shown to be a 
necessary and sufficient condition (NASC) for the existence of a resolvable BIBD on u points. 
The pair (k, A) = (6,lO) thus becomes only the fifth pair for which NASC are known, the other 
pairs being (3,l). (4,1), (3,2) and (4,3). 
1. Introduction arod summary 
During the century since the posing of the Kirkman schoolgirl problem there 
has developed a prototype question in the theory of resolvable balanced incom- 
plete block designs (BIBD), namely: For a fixed block size k and index A, what 
are necessary and sufficient conditions (NASC) for the existence of a resolvable 
BIBD on u points? Indeed the general Kirkman schoolgirl problem is this 
question for (k, A) = (3,1), and while posed by Kirkman [13] in 1847 it was not 
answered until 1969 in the famous paper by Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [lS]. The 
only other pairs (k, A) for which NASC are now known are (4,l) by Hanani, 
Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [lo], (3,2) by Hanani [l l), and (4,3) by a combination 
of work by Baker, Hanani and Wilson (see [1,4]). It is the purpose of this paper to 
present a new method of dealing with such questions, a method not employed in 
answering the question for the above values excepting (4,3). To illustrate the 
power of t.his method NASC will be given for the cases (k, A) = (4,3) and 
(k, A) = (6,lO). The major shortcoming of the method is that it is only applicable 
for even block sizes k and certain indices A which depend on k. This seems like a 
minimal handicap given the current lack of NASC information known. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents preliminary material; 
Section 3 introduces the concept of resolvable grid systems and gives some 
existence results for same; Section 4 introduces the concept of a base factoriza- 
tion; Section S presents the construction, which employs a base factorization and 
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a resolvable grid systems to produce a resolvable BIBD; the last two sections 
present the special appl Ications for k = 4 (Section 6) and k = 6 (Section 7). 
Generally the following conventiorls are used with respect to notation: lower 
case letters will denote points or integers; capital letters will denote sets of points 
or sets of integers; script capital letters will denote families (classes) of sets; q will L 
denote a prime power and p a prime integer; ISI denotes the cardiaality of the set 
S; Z, denotes the set (1,2,. . . , n}; Z, denotes the residua mod n; GF(q) denotes 
the Galois field of order q; o will denote a primitive mark in GF(q) or ZP; the 
words mod(n, q) after a block denote that all the elements of the block should be 
taken cyclically by adding to them all the residua of Z, or all the marks of GF(q), 
while the words mod(-, q:L or mod(n, -) will mean to cycle on only the coordinate 
in which the integer appears. Finally, in listing blocks, those of a parallel class or 
cycle ot parallel classes will be set off by a semi-colon (while within a class blocks 
are separated by a comma). and the words ‘taken twice’, ‘taken three times’, etc. 
will mean that all blocks of the just listed class (cycles of classes) are to be 
repeated the given number of times. Those familiar with the notation of H. 
Hanani wili note that: (i) elements are listed, not exponents; (ii) the parameter A 
is given as a subscript; (iii) the resolvable version of a design is denoted by the 
superscript * rather than prefixing an R. Thus, for example, one will find the 
notation BX[k. u] where H. Hanani would use RB[k, A; u]. 
2. Preliminaries 
The following information on designs and latin squares will be used in stating 
and proving the main theorem. 
Definition 2.1. A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a pair (X, Sa) where 
X is a set (of points) of size u and d is a class of subsets A of X (called blocks) 
such that each set A contains k points and every pair of distinct points is 
contained in exactiy A blocks. Such a BIBD is denoted B,[k, u]. Some blocks may 
>s itientical as subsets, yet considered distinct a5 blocks, hence we refer to & as a 
class -ather than a set. A resolvable BIBD is a BJk, u] (X, &) such that there 
exists a partition of the blocks, d= I, U - - - il 1, into parallel classes .99i. A 
parallel class is a class of blocks which partition X. Such a resolvable BIBD is 
denoted B:[k, u]. 
Defbition 2.2. A group divisible design (GDD) is a triple (X, &, %) where X is a 
set of L’ points: % is a partition of X, say .X = G, U G, U ’ - * U G,,, such that each 
group Gi has size m; and & is a class of blocks each of size k, such that every pair 
of distinct points not contained in the same group is contained in exactly A blocks. 
Such a GDD is denoted GDD,[k, m; u]. When A = 1 and u = km the GDD is a 
tran ;uersal design, denoted TD[k, m]. iZ resolvable GDD, denoted 
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GDDt[k, m; u], is a GDDJk, m; u] whose blocks may be partitioned into 
parallel classes. A resolvable transversal design is denoted TD*[k, m]. A 
TD*@, m] on YX I, (1 q = k) with {y)X I,,, as groups is called pumresoluablr! if 
the sets Y x {i) are blocks belonging to distinct parallel classes. The other blocks 
of the parallel class containing Y x {i} are called a parallel set with indicator set (i}. 
A TD[k, m] on Y X I, with groups {y}~ I, is called nearly resolvable if there 
exists a partition S, = $I, S1, . . . , S, of I,,, and a partition z&, .&, . . . , d, of I 
such that the blocks of Spi partition Y X (1, - Si) for i = 0, 1,2, . . . , n, and in 
paaicular &, = (Y X {i}: i E I,}. 
De6nitioa 2.3. A latin square of order n is an n X n matrix array (a,) of the 
symbols &={1,2,..., n} such that each row (column) contains each symbol 
exactly once. A pair of latin squares are orthogonal if for each (s, t) E I,, x I, there 
exists a unique ordered pair (i, j) such that aij = s and bij = t. A set of mutu~~l2y 
orthogonal lutin squares (MOLS) is a set of latin squares uch that any two .$;llc 
orthogonal. The transpose (bij) of a latin square (a,) is given by bji = Qii, and (a,) 
is called a self-orthogonal latin square (SOLS) if it is othogonal to its transpose. A
latin square (Uii) is idempotent if aii = i for all i, z&potent if aii = ajj for aI i and j, 
and symmetric if a, = Qji for all i, i. 
The following propositions list background results on BIBD’s and latin squares 
respectively, with references given where proofs may be found (not necessarily the 
original proof). 
Proposition 2.4. (i) [S] The number of blocks in a B,[k, v] is b = 
[u(u - 1)/Q k - l)],i, and. the number of blocks which contain a fixed poinr is 
r = [(u - l)/(k - l)]h. A necessary condition for the txistence of a B*[k, ZJ ] is that 
these expressions are positive integers. The number of blocks in a parallel class of a 
Bz[k, u] is v/k, thus this expression being a positive integer is an additional 
necessary condition for the existence of a Bz[k, u]. 
(ii) [12] If there exists a GDDz[k, m; u] and Q Bf[k, m], then there exists u 
Bt[k, u], In particular there exists a Bf[k, k] f or any k, hence the existence of a 
GDDT[k, k; v] implies the existence of a Bz[k, u]. 
(iii) [8] If 4r - 1 is a prime power, then there exists a Bz,_,[2t, 4t]. If 4t + 1 is Q 
prime power, then there exists a @,[2 t + 1,4t + 21. 
Proposition 2.5. (i) [6] SOLS of order n exists fm all II # 2,3,6. 
(ii) [8] A set of k - 2 MOLS of order n exist if and only if a TD[k, n] exists. A set 
of k - 1 MOLS of order n exisrs if and only if a TD*[k, n] exists. 
(iii) (E. II. Moore [14]) If n = pylp;z - - - p: is the prime factorization of n, then 
there exists a set of m - 1 MOLS of order n where m ~min,,~,,ppi. 
(iv) II71 If (4j>9 (hj), fcij) are MOLS of order n, 7~ a permutation of I,, and 
(Q(bG) u.re given by aij W= 1T(a,), bt= I, then (a~)(b~)(cij) are MOLS. In 
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putMar if ‘,a,,) is Q Sol.3 and n(i) = Qii, then (Q;) is U~I identptent SOL!3 
orthogonal to the same latin squares as (&j). 
(v) 173 A set of k - 2 idempotent MOLS of order n exists if and only if a TD[ k, n J 
on Y x 1, with the sets Y x {i} as blocks (1 Y} = k) exists. 
(uij (14) A set of k - 1 idempotent MOLS of. order n exists if and only if there 
exists a pararesoluable TD*[k, n]. A set of k - 1 MOLS, k - 2 of which are 
idempotent, of order n exists if and only if there exists a nearZy resalo&Ze TD[k, n], 
3. Resolvable grid systems 
A set of mutually orthogonal self-orthogonai iatin squares is a set of SOLS such 
that this set union the set of transposes is a set of MOLS. A latin square is called a 
mate of a set of MOLS if it is orthogonal to each latin square of the set. For the 
remainder of Ithis paper ‘a set of SOLS’ will mean a set of mutually orthogonal 
self-orthogonal latin squares, all idempotent, and the phrase ‘h SOL!? will mean 
such a set containing h latin squares. This section is devoted to discussion of two 
types of block systems derivable from h SOLS with symmetric mate. 
Suppose {(a$, (a;), . . . . (a$} are h SOLS with symmetric unipotent mate (Sij), 
and Bisasetofsize h+l.Let y,,,yl,y2 ,..., yh be an arbitrary ordering of the 
elements of B. A resolvable type 1 grid system on B x Z,, is the class of all blocks 
as i, j range over all two element subsets of Z,,, partitioned into parallel classes 
.$, = {A,, : Si, = C} for t an off diagonal element of (sij). 
Proposition 3.1. A resolvable type I grid system satisfies the properties: 
(i) It contains (;) blocks. 
(ii) Any two points (y, i) and (y. j) wirh the same first coordinate are contained 
in precisely one block. 
(iii) Any two points (y. i) and (y’, i) ure not contained in any blocks. 
(iv) Any two points (y. i) and (y’, j) with both coordinates distinct are contained 
in precise/y two Z~locks. 
(v) n is euen and each parallel class coruains {n blocks. 
Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the detinition, as is (ii) when y is yo, while 
otherwise (ii) follows from the self-orthogonal property of the squares. Part (iii.) is 
a consequence of the idempotent property. Part (iv) follows from the latin square 
property if one of the first coordinates is y. and the orthogonality of the squares 
otherwise. Part (v) follows from (sij), which can only exist for n even, and which 
:rlas in pairs correspondiug t6 each off diagonal element. 
Suppose {(a$ (a$. . . . , (a$} are h SOILS with symmetric idempotent mate 
(s!,). and B = {y,,, yl.. . . , yh} is a set of h + 1 points. A resolvable type II grid 
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system on B x Z,, is the class of blocks 
Aif ={fyo9 i), (YO, i), (~1, dj), (~1, ~3,. - . , (yh, a$, (Yh, ai:)), 
as i, j range over all two elsrment subsets of Z,,, partitioned into parallel sets 
&r = {A, : Sij = t} for t E Z, (a parallel set is not in general a parallel class, i.e. it 
need not partition the set of all points). 
ProposMo~ 3.2. A resolvable type II grid #system satisfies: 
(i) It contains (9 blocks. 
(ii) Any two points (y, i) and (y, j) with the same first coordinate yE B are 
contained in precisely o~.e block. 
(iiij A;ly two points (y, i) and (y’, i) are not contained in any blocks. 
(iv) Any two points (y, i) and (y’, j) with both coordinates distinct, y, y’~ E, are 
contained in precisely rwo blocks. 
(v) n is odd and each parallel set S& contains i(n - 1) blocks which partition 
BW” -IO). 
Proof. Conditions are checked as in Proposition 3.1. 
Since resolvable grid systems of types I and II are distinguished by whether the 
symmetric mate is unipotent or idempotent, and hence whether n is even or odd, 
the alternate (unambiguous) terminology resolvable grid system of order n will be 
used. It is well known that products of MOLS are MOLS, and in particular that 
both products of SOLS are SOLS and of symmetric latin squares are symmetric 
[7]. Xndeed both the unipotent and idempotent properties are preserved by direct 
products, however, the product of a unipotent latin square and idempoten! latin 
square is neither idempotent nor unipotent (unless one square is of order 1). Thus 
while there are resolvable grid systems with k = 4 of order 4 (of type I) and of 
order 5 (of type ii), it is not immediately clear how to use these to construct a 
resolvable grid system of order 20 (of type I). In fact this is a problem almost as 
difficult as the resolvable BIBD problem, and hence will have to be treated 
separately (see [3]). This difficulty may be circumvented by introducing a generali- 
zation of resolvable grid systems. 
Suppose {(a;), (a$), . . . , (a$)} are h SOLS with symmetric mate (Sij), and 
~={yo,ylr-, y,,} is a set of h + 1 points. A nearly resolvable grid system on 
B x I,, is the class of blocks 
Aj = {(YO, 9, (Yo7 i), (Yl9 4!j19 (Y*, a$, * - - 9 (Yh7 a$7 (Yh, ai)1 
as i, j range over all two element subsets of I,, partitioned into parallel sets 
.Q& := {A,: Sij = t} for I E I, and with the indicator sets S, = {i: Sii = t}. 
Pmpositieii 3.2. P, nearly resolvable grid system satzsfies (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) as 
in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, and also (v) each parallel set Sp, contains h(n - 1,) 
blocks which panition B x (I,, - S,) where 1, -= IS,l. 
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Proof. Conditions are checked as in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Note that if (sii) is 
unipotent with diagonal element n then S, = 8 for t E I__, and S, = f, (so z& = g), 
whereas if (Sii) is idcmpotent then S, = (c} for I E Z,. A parallel set .a4, is a parallel 
class precisely when S, = 8. 
4. Base hctorizations 
The definition of a base factorization (BF) is introduced via a well known 
generalization of BIBD’s, namely pairwise balanced designs (PBD). An alternate 
approach could be via the generalization known as graph designs, and indeed the 
term factorization is barrowed from graph theory (see [18]). 
Definition 4.1. Suppose (X, a) is a pair such that X is a finite set of points and d 
is a finite collection of subsets (called blocks) of X. For any point x and positive 
integer k, rk(.x) is the number of blocks of size k which contain x. For any pair of 
points x and y. and positive integer k, hk(x. y) is the number of blocks of size k 
which contain both x and y. Moreover, r(x) is the sum of the rk(x) and h(x, y) is 
the sum of the A,,(x, y) as k ranges over the positive integers. 
Definition 4.2. A pairwise balanced design PBD,[K, 21 is a pair (X, Sa) of points 
and blocks such that: 
(i) X contains 0 points. 
(ii) Each A E .cB contains ki points for some ki E K. 
(iii) h(x, y) = A for all pairs of points x and y. 
Thus one observes that in the definition of a PBD a special linear constraint is 
placed on the values A,(x, y) for each pair x and y, but no restrictions are placed 
on the values rk(x). The definition of a base factorization uses a different linear 
constraint on the h,(x, y). a constraint on the rk(x), and imposes a resolvability 
condition. 
Dc%tioa 4.3. A base factorization BF,[2h, mj is a pair (X, &) of points and 
blocks xh that: 
(i) X contains m points. 
(ii) Each A E d contains h or 2h points, 
(iii) There is a partition of ,aP into parallel classes. 
(iv) 2A,,(x, y)+Azh(x, y) = A, for all pairs x and y. 
(v) rh(x) = A for all points x. 
A base factorization BF,[2h, HI] is uniform if the blocks of each parallel class 
are equicardinal. 
It s!w!d be noted that in a BF,[2h, m] any point x has r,,(x)+ r*,,(x) = r, where 
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t is the number of parallel classes. A uniform base factorization must have A 
parallel classes of blocks of size h and T - A parallel classes of blocks of size 2 h. 
Fr~po~Mon 4.4. -rf k - 1 is an odd prime power, then there exists a uniform 
BF,[k,k] whereh=k-1 ifk=O(modrl) a&h=2(k-1) ifk=2 (mod4). 
Roof. Let h = $k. For k = 0 (mod 4) it follows from Proposition 2.4(iii) that there 
exists a B* h_l[h, k]. By adjoining the set of points as a block of size k one obtains 
a B&_,[k, k] since 2(h - 1) + 1 = k - 1. For k = 2 (mod 4) it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.4(iii) that there exists a B* ,_#I, k]. By twice adjoining the set of points as a 
block of size k one obtains a BF2+I,[k, k] since 2(k - 2) + 2 = 2(k - 1). 
The constructions given below are quite general and may be useld to reduce 
certain NASC questions to a problem involving only a small set of orders m. The 
hypothesis in each case forces k to be even. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose there exists a BFJ k, m], a Bf[k, m], a refiololvable grid 
sysrem of order n with block size k, and a TD*[k, n]. Monouer, for oldd n suppose 
either the BF,[ k, m] is uniform or the TD*[k, n] has a pururesolution. 7’hen there 
exists a Bt[k, u] for u = mn. 
Proof. The Bz[k, u] will be (X, ~4) where X = Y x I,, with 1 YI = m. Let (Y, 3) be a 
B:[k, m] with parallel classes a1, 9&, . . . , C&,,. Let S,, Sz,. . . , Sl denote the 
parallel classes of a BF,[k, m] on Y, such that only S1, . . _ ,9, contain blocks of 
size qk. Let 9i ={I$,,, Fkz,. . . , FL,&}. For CE I, and s = 1,2,. . . , r,, let &i,,= 
{B X {c}: B E a,}. There are two cases depending on the parity of n. 
Case 1: n is ezjen. For I$ of size $k let &ii, s=l,2,...,n-1, be the n-l 
parallel classes of a resolvable grid system of order n on I$ X I,. For F$ of size k 
let L&j, S = 1,2, . . . , n, be the n parallel classes of a TD*[k, n] on Fij X I, such that 
the last class ~2; is {Fii x {c}: c E I,}. The parallel classes of the B);[k, u] are as 
follows: 
(i) J~;=~O~ S& for s= 1,2,. . . , ro, 
(ii) &f= b _r$j for s=1,2 ,..., n-l, and i=l,2 ,... 1. 
j=l 
Case 2: n is odd. For Fij of size $k let ga;j, s = 1,2, . . . , n, be the n parallel sets 
oE a resolvable grid system on Fij X I,. Moreover, let S1, . . . ,9, be the parallel 
classes which contain blocks of size $k, and if there exists any Fgj with 1 s is p of 
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size k let &.jy s = 1,2,. . . , n, be the parallel sets of a pararesolvable TD*[k, n] on 
ej x Z,, For ej with p < i c I let ~,j, s = 1,2, . . . , n, be the n parallel classes of a 
TD*[k, n] on Fij x In such that the last class &‘j is (Fij X {c}: c E I,). The parallel 
classes of the Bf[k, u] are as follows: 
(i) sP;= ij 54& for s=p+l, p+2 ,..., r,, 
c=l 
(ii) &$= ( iiJ, &j) U {B X {S): B E Se,} 
fors=1,2 ,..., nandi=l,2 ,..., p, 
(iii) s$= IJ .$i fors=l,2 ,..., n-1,and i=p+l,..., 1. 
i-1 
Note that in (i) above the index s begins at the value p + 1 since the blocks 
which might have formed &A,. . . , c d$ are disrributed among the parallel classes of 
(ii), which otherwise would be parallel sets. Also note that the pararesolution of 
the TD*[ k, n] is not needed if the BF,[k, m] is uniform. 
The theorem follows directly from the properties of the Bflk, m], BF[k, ml, 
resolvable grid system, and TD*[k, n], and the indexing of the parallel sets of the 
resolvable grid system ensures proper meshing in (ii) for n odd (see Proposition 
3.2!v)). 
While Theorem 5.1 could suffice for applications of this technique if sufficient 
information on the existence of SOLS with symmetric unipotent or idempotent 
mate were available, the next theorem eliminates the need for such information. 
The~ean 5.3. Suppose there exists Q BFJk, m], a B:[k, m], a nearly resolvable 
grid system of order n wirh bbck size k, and a TD*[ k, II]. Moreover, suppose either 
the BF,[k. m] is uniform or there exists a nearly resolvable TD[k, n] with the same 
indicaror sets as rhe nearlv 
v=mn. 
resolvable grid system. Then there exists a B*,[k, u] for 
Proof. The construction is basically the same as the odd n case of Theorem 5.1. 
It tht same notation let S, be the indicator set of the parallel set 94”,, s = 
1 3 .-1.. ., n. The or,ly modification is to the par;rElel classes which were given as 
(ii), which now become: 
(ii’) XI:= ,&cq) u{Z?x#): BEa,, bE$} 
( 
for s = 1,2, . . . , n, and i = 1,2, . . . , p* 
(Note that Theorem 5.1 for n odd is joust he special case of Theorem 5.2 when 
S, = {s} for each s E I,). 
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Cor&ary 5.3. Suppose there exists a BF,[ k, m], a B:[k, m J and &k - 2) SC&S 
with symmetric mate of order n, then there exists a B:[k, u] for v = mn. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.2 using Proposition 3.3 and a nearly resolvable 
TD[k, n] constructed from the same SOLS with, symmetric mate, hence with the 
same indicator sets. 
C~r&ary 5.4. If k - 1 is an odd prime power and there exist $( k - 2) SOLS with 
symmetric mate of order n, then there exists a Bf[k, u] for v = kn and A $= k - 1 if 
k=O (mod4) orh=2(k-1) if k=2 (mod4). 
Proof. It suffices to check the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2. The BFJk, k] exists by 
Proposition 4.4, the Bf[k, k] exists trivially, the nearly resolvable grid system 
exists by Proposition 3.3, and the TD*[k, n] exists by Proposition 2S(ii). 
6. Block size 4 
The construction of Bz[4, u] for all D = 0 (mod 4) is based on the fact that if 
u =O (mod 4), then o = mn where m = 4,8,12, or 24, and n = 2” - 38 - no with 
(Y # 1, @# 1, and no having no prime divisors less than 5. Two proofs will be given, 
based on Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, since the first proof depends on a lemma not 
proven in this paper. 
Lemma 6.1. If n = 2” - 3@ - no where LY # 1, 6 f 1, and no has no prime divisors less 
than 5, rhen there exists a SOLS of order n with symmetric mate. 
Proof. If q is any maximal prime power divisor of n, then there exists a SOLS 
with symmetric mate of order q from the Galois field of q elements (q > 3). Now 
by the straightforward generalization of Proposition 2.5(iii), popularly known as 
MacMeish’s theorem, there exists a SOLS with symmetric mate of order n. If 
(Y = 0 this syminetric mate is idempotent, whereas if 3@ - n, = 1 it is unipotent. 
Lemma 6.2. If n = 2” * 3p - no where a, # 1, /3 # 1, and no has no prime divisors less 
than 5, then there exists a SOLS of order n with symmetric mate which is 
idempotent if n is odd and is unipotent if n is even. 
Proof. The only case not covered in Lemma 6.1 is when both cr and 38 - no are 
greater than one. This case will be treated in [3J. 
Lemma 6.3. There exist BT[4, m] for m = 4,8,12, or 24. 
Proof. The designs are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. 8:[4, m] 
- 
m Points Blocks 
4 Z, u f=} (00, 0, 1,2} moW 
8 Z-AI=) {m. 1,2,4} and {0,3,5,6} mad(7) 
12 Z,,U{x} @,0,4,5}, 11, 10,2,8}, and {3,7,&g} mod(ll) 
24 Zt, U i=I {CL?, 0,7, lo}, {l, 8,12,22}, {2,5.6,11), {3,9,14,18}, 
{4,16,17.19}, and {13,15,20,21} mod(23) 
Lemma 6.4. There exists a uniform BF,[4, m] for m = 4, 8, 12, and 24. 
Proof. The base factorizations are given in Table 2. 
lkorem 6.5. For all t, = 0 (mod 4) there exists a BQ[4, v]. 
Proof. The theorem follows either from Theorem 5.1 via Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, and 
6.4, or from Theorem 5.2, via Lemmas 6.1, 6.3, and 6.4. In either case any v =O 
(mod 4) can be written as mn where there exist the necessary resolvable designs 
Table 2. BF,[4. m] 
m Points Blocks 
12 (z,u{q)xz.l 
24 (Z, J{x}) x I, 
see Proposition 4.4 
(Z, U {co)) x{ y} for y = 0.1. mod(-, 2); {m, 0) x Z,. {1,2) x Z, 
mod@. -); I(=, 0). (0, l?), {(l. 0). (2,111 mod(-. 2) for 
a parallel class, then mod(3. -). 
it=. t-0. (O,O), (0.11, (2.1% I@, 11, (=, 2), (1% l), 
(0,2j), {(I, 0). (2, O), (1,2), (2,2)} mod(3.31; W, 0), 
@, I)}, {(LO), (2, 1)) mod(-, 3) for a parallel class, 
then mod(3, -). 
{(xv 1). (0.21, (1, 3). (4,411. NO, 1). (m, 2), (4,3), 
(1.4!), ((4. I)* il, 2), (2,3), (3,4)1, I(1.1). (4,2), 
(3.31, (2.41). ((3, l), (2,2), W 3), to, 41) :(2, l), 
(3,2), (0.3). (m, 4)) mod(5, -); {(q il. (0, 4 (2. j), 
(3. jk I( 1. 8. (4. i). G% j), (0, j)}, {(2, i), i 3. i), (1. j), 
(4, j)] for (i. j) = il. 2) and (3,4), mod(5, -); {(m, i), 
((1. 9. (4, iI. u, i)). ((1, iL (2. i). (00, j), (3. j)L N3, i), 
(4. i). (1. j). (4. j)} for (i, j) = (1,3) and (2.4), 
mod(5. -1; H=, iI. (0, i), (2, j), (3, jYS {(I, i), (3, i), 
(x. j)il. j)}. N2. i), (4,i), (0, j), (4, jl} for (i, j) = 
(1,4) and (2,3). xnodl5. -1; {(a, I), (m, 2). (m, 3), 
i=. 4)) and {(O, l), (0,2), (0.31, (0,4)1 mod(5, -); 
I(& 1). (0.211 and {(O, 3), (0,4)) mod(5, -); {CO, l), 
(0,3)) and I@, 2), KA4)) mod(5, -); {CO, 1A (4,4)1 
and QO.2). (4.3)) mod(S, -). 
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points and the necessary SQLS with symmetric mate 
I 
and base factorizations on M 
of order n. 
7. Bfoeksfze6 
The construction of BT,[6, U] for all v = 0 (mod 6) is similar to the block size 4 
case of the previous section. All o =O (mod 6) can be factored as mn where 
m =6, 12, 24, 18, 36,72, 30, 60, 120,90, 180, or 360, and n = 2” - 38 * 5Y - no 
with (Y # 1 or 2, /3 # 1, y # 1, and n, having no prime divisors less than 7. 
Lemma7.1. Zf n=2”-38-5Y-no wherearfl or 2, a#l, y#l, and n, hasno 
prime divisors less than 7, then there exists 2 SOLS of order n with symmetric mate. 
Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to Lemma 6.1 where now all maximal 
prime power divisors are at least seven. 
Lemma 7.2. Under the same hypothesis as Lemma 7.1 the conclusion can be 
strengthened to claim that the symmetric mate is idempotent when n is odd and 
unipotent when n is even. 
hf. See [3] since this result is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Lemma 7.3. There exist BT,[6, m] for m =6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 60, 72, 90, 1120, 
180, and 360. 
Proof. For any positive integer c the existence of a Bl;[k, u] trivially implies the 
existence of a Bz,[k, u] (simply repeat all blocks c times). Table 3 gives B?[6, m], 
where in some c&es A is a divisor of 10. 
Table 3. Bf[6, m] 
m A Points Blocks 
G 1 zsub4 
12 5 Z,,U{m} 
18 5 (Z, u{=))x z, 
24 10 (Z,U {+o, 
{WV 0,1,2,3,4,51 
@% 1,3,4,5,9) and {0,2,6,7,8, 10) mod( 11) 
I(? O), (0, OJ (2, l), (3, l), (1,2), (4,2)} mod(-, 3) for a parallel class, then 
mod(5, -1. all taken twice; {(a, 01, (=, I), (m, 2), (O,O), (0, l), (0,2)}, 
{(2, O), (2.11, (?,2), (3, Oh (3, l), (3,2)} and {il. Oh (1, l), (621, (4, Oh 
(4. I), 14,2)) mod(5, -1; I(=, 01, (0, Oh (1, Oh (2, O), (3,OL (4,O)) mod(-, 3) 
for a parallel class taken twice. 
I@% lh (0, I), (2,219 (3.21, (1,3), (4,3% {(2,1), (3.11, (5 21, (0,2i, 
(1,4), (4,411, I(1,2), (4,2h (2,3), (3,3), (c% 4h (0,4)h ((1, 11, (4,lh 
(m, 3). (0,3), (2,4), (3,4)} mod@, -1; ((1, 11, (4,1), (m, 21, (0,2), (2,3), 
24 
Table 3 (co&.) 
m A Points Blocks 
RD. %aker 
30 10 (Z,W+~Z~ 
36 5 (Z,U(~})XZh 
60 10 (GF(9)u{e)) 
x (2s u {ml) 
72 5 - 
90 It” Z,,X(Z,U{-Jc)) 
(3,38. {(m, 1). (0, 11, (1,2), (4,2), (2.41, (3,411, B&2), f3,2), @13)* 
to, 31, (1,4), (4,4)), K&l), (3,1), (1,3), (4,3), @, 4!, (0,411 mM5, -1, 
taken twice: {I2,1). (3,1), Cl, 2), (4,2), @, 3), V&3% iiL l), (4,1), (2,2), 
(3,2), (=, 41, (0,4)), H=, 21, (0,2), (1,3!, (4,3), (2% 41, (3,411, W=, 11, 
(0, 11, (2,3), (3.3). (1,4), (4% 48 mod(5, -), taken twice; ((=, 2), (m, 3), 
(2. +, ([J, 2), (0,3), fO,4)}, ((2, 11, (2-31, (2,4), (3,1), (3,3), (3,411, 
((1, 11, (1.2). U,4), (4.1). (4.2). (4,4M, W, 11, (0, 1). (2.21, (3,2), (1,3)* 
(4,311 moci(5, -); {(II 0, 0,2), (1,3), (4,1), t 1,2), (4.3% {+J, 0, +Q, 3), 
(=. 4). (0, 11, (0,3i, (0,4% K&2), (2,3), (2,4), (3,2), (3,3), (3,4% 
tr2.1). (3,lh (a;, 2). (0.2). (L4). (4.4)) mod(5, -1; W,lL (1.3), (1,4), 
(4,1), (4,3), (4,4)),{(2,1), (2,2),12,4)* (3,l). (3,2), (3,411, W-% 1). 
(a* 21, (=, 3), 0X1), (0,2), (0,3)L W.2), (4,2), (2,3), (3.3). @J, 4), (0.4)1 
modW, -); ((1.2). (1.31, (1,4), (4,2), (4,3). (4,411, I(? 1). @, 2), (T 41, 
(0, 1). (0,2). (0,4)}. ((2, l), (2,2h (2,3), (3,1), (3,2), (3.311, ((1, l), 
(4.1). W 3). (O-3), (2.4). (3,4)1 mod(S, 4; Nm, i). (0, a), (1, 9,. C&i), 
(3, i), (4, i)) for if Z,. 
UO.0). (2.11, (I. 2h (1 l 31, (3,3), (2,4% ((4, O), (a, 0, (0.0, (4,2), (4.3), 
(=, 4% U3,0), (3.1X (=% 21, (0.2h (=. 3). (3,4)), W, OJ, (1, O), (4,l): 
(2,2L !2,3). (0.4% ((2, 0). (1.1). (3.2). (0.3). (1.41, (4,4X mod(5,5); 
NO, 0). (4,1), (2,2), (2,3), (1,3), (4,411, ((3, O), (m, 11, (0, 11, (3,2), (3,3), 
(cc. 4% {(LO). (1, 1). W 21, (0,2), PJ* 3). U,4N, @, 01, (2.0). (3, I), 
(4,2), (4,3), (0,4)}, {(4,0), (2.1). (I, 21, (0,3). 12,4), (3,4)1 mod(5.5); 
{(=, 0). (0. I), (1, l), (2, l), (3, 11, (4, 1)) mod(-, 5) for a parallel class, 
taken twice; {(=,O), (0,2), (1,2), (2.21, (3,2), (4.2)) mo4-. 5) for a 
parallel class. taken twice; {(m, 0), (0.0). (LO), (2,O). (3,0), (4.0)) 
mod(-. 5) for a parallel class, taken four times. 
Some of the blocks are those of a TDT[6.6] given below in Table 5. 
Thr remaining blocks are the groups, taken five times. 
Some of the blocks are those of a TD:[6, lo] given below in Table 5, - 
where the groups are (GF(9) L J {a}) x{y) for y E (2s U(m)). Now for w a 
primitive element of GF(9) let A = {@,O}, B ={l, 04), C={O’. us}, D = 
{o*, 0~1. and E = {03, w’). Also let S, denote S x(a) for S = A, B, C, 
D, or E, and Q E Z, U {m}. The remaining blocks are given by the blocks 
of a 8:[6,6] on each of the sets :x)x (5 U {m}) for {x} x (GF(9) U {m} 
and; A,UB,UD,, B,UCBUE,. CaUDBUA_,, D,UEBUBI, &,U 
A,uC,, A,.UD&JE,., B,,.UE,.uA,., C,.UABvUB,.. Da.UBanUC,., 
E,.U CavU D,.. where (a, p, y) = (3,2. m) and (a’, p’, y’) = (4,0,1) for a 
parallel class, then mod(3*, 5); the same sets as above except that 
((1, B. Y) = (3.0,2) and (a’, /3’, y’) = (4.1.=) for a parallel class, then 
mod(Y, 5). 
There exists a TD*[6, 121 by hoposition 2.5(ii). Each block of the 
transversal design is taken five times, and the blocks of a B$[b. 121 are 
taken on each of the groups. 
{(5,a), (lO,a). (7,B). (13,P), (ll,y), (14,y)), {(7,a), (13,1x), (ll,p), 
(14, BL (5, ~1, (10. ~11, h11, ai, (14, ah (5, P), (10, Cr), (3, Y). (12, $1, 
{(IV a! (3, a). (2, PI, (6, BX (8, ~1. (7, $1, I(2. a!, (6 a), (4, p), (12,8), 
Table 3 (con&) 
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m A Points Blocks 
120 5 z,xz,,u{e) 
180 10 Z15x Y, 
IYJ=12 
360 10 Yx w, 
IYj=30, 
IWl=12 
&VI, 19~$1,((4, a), U2,,eu), (8, B), :(9, @)t (2, ~1, 03, v)k {(8, a), (9, a), 
(1, B). (3, PI, & 71, (6, r)).: and {~~3x(~~ U{mN for (a, 8, r) = (L4.0) and 
(2.=, 3), then mod@% 5); {(IO, aI, $5, a), (8, B), (2, B), (4, ~1, (l,rN, 
((8, a), (2, a), (4, B), (LB), (10, Y), (5, $1, ((4, a), 0, a), (10, B), (5,8), 
02, r), .(3, “v)), (04, a), (12, a), 03,8), (9, PI, (7, *I), (8, YN, ((13, a), 
(9.01, (11; B), (3, PI, (14, ~1, (6, v))t ((IL @, (3, a), (7, PI, (6.81, 
(13, ~1, (2, ~11, ((7, ~1, (6, a), 114,8), (12. B), (11, Y), (9, ~11, and {0)x 
(Z5 U{op)) for (a, @, y) = (4, m, 1) and (0,3,2) then mod( 155); the blocks 
of a TD*,[6,15] with groups 2,s x {y} other than those of the form 
{x} X (5 U (~1) (see Table 5). 
On (1,2,. . . , 6}xZ,, take the blocks of a TD*[6,17] and augment each 
of its 17 parallel classes by one of the 17 parallel classes of a B:[6,18] 
on (0)x Z,,U{@} to obtain 17 base parallel classes, therr develop each 
mwN7, -1. 
Let &sfz,..., .8,, be the parallel classes of a Bf[6,12] on Y and 
@J,,%,.“, BB,, be the parallel classes of a BF,[6,12] on Y where the 
first five have the blocks of size 3. For each i = 1,2,. . . ,5, and e = *l 
an initial parallel class is ((5q a), (10~ a), (7c, b), (13~ b), (11~ cl, 
(14~ c)}, ((76, a), (13e, a), (11~ b), (14e, b), (5~ c), (1% c)), ((11~ a), 
(14~ a), (5e, b), (10a b), (3e, c), (126, c)}, {(le. a), (34 a), 1% b), (6~7 b), 
(8~ c), (7e, c)}, ((26 a), (6~ a), (44 b), (12~ b), 06, cl. (% cl), ((4~ c), 
(12~~ a), (8e, bh (94 b), (22, c), (13r, c)}, ((8~~ a), (% a), (la b), (36, b), 
(4e, c), (6e, c)} for {a, b, C}E 48, and {0} xB for B E gP, then developed 
mod(l5, -); for each i = 6,7,. . . , 12 the blocks of a TDz[6,15] on each 
set Z,,xB for BE@, 
For each block B of a BT,[6,30] on Y form the 12 parallel classes of a 
TD*[6,12] on B x W, pairing up parallel classes to form parallel classes. 
The blocks of a B:,[6,12] on each of the sets {y}X W complete the 
design. 
L~IMMI 7.4. There exist BF,0[6, m] for m = 6, 12, 18. 24, 30, 36,60,72,90, 120, 
180, and 360. 
Proof. Table 4 gives a sufficient list of BF,[k, m] since each A is a divisor of 10. 
Table 4. BFJ6, m] 
m A Poirlts Blocks 
6 10 Z,U{~} (m, 1,4}, {0,2,3) mod(S); IQ), 2,3}, l&l, 41 mad(5); Z5 U Is}, taken 
twice. 
12 5 (Z, UP)) x Z, {(q 0), (2,0), (3, l)}, {(O,O), (LO), (4,l)) mod(-, 2) for a parallel class, 
then mod(5, -); -$, 1,4)x Z,. {0,2,3)x Z,, mod(5, -); lZ,tIb)) Xii) 
for iuZ,; {(~,0)}U(Z5x{1}) mod(-, 2) for a parallel class. 
26 
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m A Points Blocks 
RD. Baker 
18 10 (Z,U+q)XZ3 
24 10 t&U{=}) 
x (2, U m 
36 IO (Z,lJ{Z})XI, 
60 10 (GF(9)U(=}) 
X(Z,U@)) 
72 5 l,,x I, 
{(m, O), (2, O), (3, l)}, {(O, Oh (1, Oh (4,1)} mod(-, 3) for a parallel class, 
then mod(5, -); ((4.0). (=J, 0, (1, 1% ((0, 0), (2.0). (3, OH mod(-, 3) for 
a parallel class, then mod@, -); ((m, 0), (O,O), (2, I), (3, l), (1,2), 
(4,2)} mod(-, 3) for a parallel class, then mod@, -), taken three times; 
{qO)xZ,, {2,3}xZ,, {1,4}xZ, mod(-, 5); (Z,U{~})x{O) mod(-, 3) 
for a pamIle class. 
Im, 2.3) k {XI for x E Zs U W, NO, fl), (lo). (4,l)h ((1, e). (0.0). (4,2)), 
I(4,6), (0, l), ( 1,2)), I(4,O). ( 1. l), (0,2)1 mod(5, -); {w, 1,4} X (xl for 
x E z,uW, ((0, e), (2. o), (3. l)}, I(2, e), (0.0). (3,2)), ((3. e), (0, l), 
(2,2)]. ((3.0). (2.1). (0.N modt5. -); {(m, 6). (a, 0). (1, 1). (4, l), 
(l,2), t4,2)), ((0, 8). (0. of, (2, l), t3.l). t2,2), (3.2)}, f(l. 6). (4.8). 
(1.0). (4.0). (0, I), (0*2)}. {(2,6), (3, e), (2,O). (9 0). (=j, l), (c% 2)) 
mod(5.3). taken twice: (ZsU{m}bx{x} for xf Z,U{8}. taken twice. 
{(=. 0). (1. l), (4,2)}. {CO, O), (2,0), (3.0)) mod(-, 5) for a parallel class, 
then mod(5, -); W. 0). (2,2), (3.4% HO. 0), (LO), (4,O)) mod(-, 5) for 
a parallel class, then mod(5, -); {(LO), (3, I), (4,2), (0,3), (2.3). 
(L4)). ((2, O), (0.1). (1,1), (2.2), (4,3). (3,4)1, HO, 0). (21). (1,2), 
(1.3). (? 4), (24)). ((4, O), (? l), (4, l), (=* 3), (0,4), (4,4)), I@, 0). 
(3, Ok (m. 2), (0,2), (3,2), (3,3)) mod@, 5); I(3.0). (2, l), (3,2), t4,3). 
to. 4). (1.4)), {cl, 0). (1, l), (432). (0,3), (3.3), (2.4)}, {CO. 0). (Xl), 
(WV 2). (1,2), (i, 3). (3.4)}, I(2 0), (0,2), (2.2), (m. 3). (2.3), (m, 4)}, 
W. 0). (4,O). (7 1). (0, l), (4. I), (4.4)) mod@, 5). 
The blocks of the TDt[6,6] in Table 5, taken twice; the blocks of a 
BF,,,[6,6] (see above) on each set (Z,U {m}) x {i), i E I,,. 
The blocks other than these from BE[6,6] in the BT66.60] of Table 
3 (giving a partially balanced incomplete block design); the blocks of 
a B:[3,61 on each set {x)x (Z,U{=}) for XE(GF(~)U{~}). 
The blocks of a TD:[6, 121 which has I,, x {i} for i E I6 as groups (see 
Table 5); the blocks of a BF,[6,12] on each set l,,x{i} for ifz Z* 
The blocks of the J$,[6,90] in Table 3 other than those of the form 
{j}x(Z,U{=}) for jE Z,,, which are replaced by the blocks of a 
BF,,[6,61 on these sets as follords: the ten parallel classes of blocks 
of size three replace the like non,ber of occnrrences of the six element 
set to complete the ‘old’ paralle! classes: {0} x (,Z,s U{oo} mod( 15). 
taken twice, gives tWo additional parallel classes using the blocks of 
size 6 from the BF,J6,6], 
120 10 (GF(~)u{B}) x Y, Let o, A, B, C, D, E and S, be 3s in the BT,[6,60] of Table 3, 
]Yl= 12 except a E Y. Form a BF,[6, 121 on Y. For T= {a, 0, y} a block of 
this BF,[6,13] take as blocks A,, U B, U D,, B,, U C, U E,, C, U Da U 
A,, D, U E, U B, and E, U A, U C,. As T ranges over a parallel class 
of the BFJ6.121 this gives a parallel class, then develops mod(3*, -). 
Repeat with ApUDBUEv, B,WE,U%, C,UA,UB, D,UBeUCr 
and E, U C, U D,. Take (x} x T for x E GF(9) U {@} and ITI = 3, twice 
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m A Points Blocks 
each. For each parallel class {M,, MJ of the BF,[6,12] form on each 
set (GF(9) U (8)) x w a T@[6, lo] with (GF(9) U (0)) X {m} as groups. 
180 10 Z,, x Y, ]Yj = 12 The construction isa modification of the B$,[6,180] in Table 3, and 
similar to the BF,,,[6,90] above. The blocks of the form (i} x B, j E 
Z,, and BEAM, f=l,2,. .., 11, are replaced by (j}xB for Bogeys_+, 
i=l,2 , . . , ,12. By reversing the order in which the clasxs 
9 1,. . . ,sB,~ are used the blocks of size 3 are in separate parallel 
classes from the blocks in size 6. 
360 10 Y X W, 1 YI = 30, The blocks obtained from TD*[6,12] in the construction of the 
lWl=12 B$,[6,360] in Table 3; the blocks of a BF,,[6,12] on each of the 
sets {y}x w. 
‘horem 7.5. For all u = 0 (mod 6) there exists a BT,[6, v]. 
Proof. The first proof is an application of Theorem 5.1 via Lemmas 7.2, 7.3, and 
7.4. The second proof is an application of Theorem 5.2 via Lemmas 7.1, 7.3, and 
7.4. Since any u ~0 (mod 6) can be written as mn where m is one of the numbers 
in Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 and n is as given in Lemma 7.1 or 7.2 the result follows. 
Remark 7.6. For many values of 2) the above proof actually shows that there 
exists a BjL[6, u]. Indeed the result could be strengthened to A = 5 rather than 
h = 10 if both Bz[6, m] and BF,[6, m] could be found for all values of m. 
However, there does not exist a B9[6,6]. Thus the determination of NASC for 
BS[6, U] remains an open problem. 
Table 5. TD:[6, m] 
m A 
6 5 Points: (2, U Ioo))x& 
Groups: (Z, U {m}) X (i} for i E I6 
Blocks: ((0, I), (0,2), (0,3), (0,4), (O-5), C’J, 6% {(m, I), (1,2), C&3), (3,4), 
(4,5), (0,6)1, ((1, 0, (2,2), (3,3), (4,4), (m, 5), (4,611, ((2, l), t3,2), 
(4,3), @oI 4)s KS), (3,6)), t(3,l). (4,2), (9 3), (1,4), (2,s). (2,689 
(t4,1), @J, 21, (1,3), C&4), (3,5?, (1,6)) mod(5, -); NO, I), (4,2), (3.3), 
C&4), (I,%, @J. 6% {@r I), (0,2), (0,3), i&4), KJ5), (0,6)1. #,I). 
(1,2L (1,3), (1,4), (a, 5), (4.6% H2,1), t&2), C&3), +, e), (2,5), 
(3.611, ((3, I), (3,2), (=‘p 3), (3,4), (395). (2.6)), I(4, I), (?2). (4,3), 
f4,4), (4,5), (1,6)1 mod(5, -i, ((0, l), (3,2), (1,3), (4,4), (2,5), @, 6% 
{im, 1). (4,2), (3,3), (2.41, (1, S), (0,6)), ((1, l), K&2), (4,3), (3,4), 
(a, 5), (4,6)}, {(2,1), t1,2), (0,3), @,4), (3.5), (3,6)), ((3, l), (2,2). 
(Q), 31, (0,4), &5), (2.6% ((4, ‘I), (a, 21, (2,3’r, (1,4). (0, S, (L6)) 
mod(5, -); ((0. l), (2,2), (4,3), 11,4), (3, S), @, 6% ((03, l).. (3,2). 
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m A 
-- 
10 2 Points: 
Groups: 
Blocks: 
12 1 
1s 2 
(1,3), (4,4), (2%. (0,6)), ((1, l), (4,2), (2,3), (0,4), (=, 5). (4,6)), 
{(2,1), (0,2), (3,3), (r, 4)s (495)s (3,6&1(3, I), (1,2), (=,3), (2,4), 
(0,5), (2,6)], ((1. I), (m, 2), IO, 3), (3,4). (1,5), (1,6)) mod(5, -); 
{(O, 0, (1,2), (2,3), (3.9, (4,5), (m, 6% I&, 0, (2,2), (4,3), (1,4), 
(3,5), (0.6% 1(&l), (3,2), (093)s (2,4), ti% 5), (4.6% ((2, 0, (4,2), 
(1,3), (m, 4), (0,5), (3,6)], 1(3, I), (0,2), (cu, 3), (4,4), (1,5), (2,6)], 
{(4, l), (a, 2), (3,3), (0,4). (2,5), (1,6)] mod(5, -); ((0, l), (1,2), (2,3), 
(3.4). (4,5), (0.6)) mod(5, -) and {m} x I,+ {l\\x &, mod(5, -) and {=}x 
16; {CO, I), (49% (3,3), (2,4), (1,5), (0,6)] n\oW, -) and +=4x Ze; 
{CO. li iS.2h (1,3), (4,4), (2,5), (0,6)] mod@, -1 and Im}x Z6; {(O, l), 
(2,2), (4,3), (1,4), (3,5), (0,6)) mod& -) and @IX &, 
Z,“X(Z,U~4~ 
Z,,X{Y) for Y ~Z~U{“~ 
{!!I, m!. (5.0). (5.11, (1,2), (6,3), (4,4)) mod(l0. -) for a parallel class, 
then mod(-. 5); ((0, x), (3.0). (0, 11, (I, 2), (8,3), (0,4)} mod(l0, -) for 
a parallel class, then mod(-, 5); {(O, a), (6.0). (9, 1), (3.2): (9,3), 
(7.4)) mod(lO,-) for a parallel class, then mod(-, 5); ((0, =), (f,O), 
(2, l), (2,2), (4,3), (8.4)} mod(l0, -) for a parallel class, then 
mod(-, 5) 
By Proposition 2.5(ii). since there exists 5 MOLS of order 12. 
In [ 121 a resolvable transversal design on Z,, X Z, is given with {X)X 
Z, used twice as blocks. Deleting one group yields the resolvable 
TDf[6,15]. 
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